Touof the Campsies - 09/09/2018
Hosted by Glasgow Wheelers.
Hi all, Thanks for choosing to race the long standing Scottish classic 25mile TT the Tour of the
Campsies.
Just a bit of information for anyone who is unsure about route and start times.
HQ is located at:
Campsie Black Watch Football ground,
Station Road,
Lennoxtown,
G66 7JH
There is ample parking in and around the area at Station road.

The route is a straightforward circuit starting and finishing at the top left of this map on the A891
just before it enters lennoxtown. There is a round about with a bus stop directly after the round
about. The start finish line is at the Lamp post after the bus stop and will be flagged.
traveling the full circuit in an anti-clock wise direction. With the main climb of the crow road coming
as soon as you leave lennoxtown after 1 mile (B822)

Please be aware that the decent of the crow becomes more technical towards the end with tighter
bends and narrow road. Care should be taken here. This area will be well signed as you approach for
those who do not know the road.
Marshals in Hi-viz will be clearly seen at any junctions to ensure the correct route is maintained. Be
mindful that marshals cannot legally stop traffic and to always approach all junctions with care.

Marshals will be at the above points and also:
Both East Dumbartonshire and Stirling Council have confirmed to me that there will be no roadworks
at any point on the circuit, however I would like to point out that both councils use the “road
dressing” technique to re-surface the roads.
The surface of the road from Fintry to Killearn – B818 is quite rough in places though when I
inspected it recently there were no notably deep pot holes.
After the decent out of Killearn the road joins onto the A81 which is the main road in this area from
Glasgow to Aberfoyle and will be the busiest section of road for traffic.
There will be food and beverages after at HQ for anyone who wishes.
Prizes will be as follows:
Fastest up The Crow
Top 3 - £30, £20, £10
Fastest female over all - £10
1st V40 -£10
1st V50 -£10
1st V60 -£10
1st V70 - £10
1st Junior -£10
1st Youth -£10

